
THE STANDARD IN OFF-ROAD TOWBARS
FOR SERIOUS 4WD ENTHUSIASTS

Available from:

X-Bar by Hayman Reese

P.O. Box 4050
Dandenong South
Victoria, Australia  
Phone 1800 812 017

www.haymanreese.com.au

www.x-bar.com.au

WHAT IS X-BAR?

A rugged, go-anywhere towbar 
engineered for off-road action. 
Designed and built for serious 4WD 
enthusiasts the X-Bar is engineered 
in Australia for Australian terrain.

More than just a towbar, the X-Bar 
has three rated recovery points, 
increased 
departure angle 
for maximum 
clearance and 
superior strength 
to get you out 
of any 
situation. 

The functional 
design elements including  
integrated bash plate and  
protected plug mounting points 
keep your wiring protected in 
tough conditions. With a heavy 
duty sleek design, protected by 
the Hayman Reese®  lifetime 
warranty, the X-Bar is your ultimate 
off-road towbar. 
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RECOVERY RATED
MAXIMUM CLEARANCE
SUPERIOR STRENGTH



2 side forged recovery points rated to 4000 kg 
each. Easy to see and access for quick 
attachment in any situation. 
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The centre recovery point is quick and simple to 
use, suitable for single recovery straps and rated 
to 8000 kg.

3 X-Bar’s heavy-duty side plates are made to 
suit the vehicle. Designed to enable maximum 
clearance and superior strength.

4 Integrated twin plug points allow for a smooth 
look and maximum protection from impact. 

5 The extended drop forged ball mount provides 
the correct height for standard trailer and  
caravan connection. The positioning allows for 
an ADR compliant height even when the 
vehicle is lifted by 50mm.

6 On the reverse side, the X-Bar has a removable 
bash plate for increased protection  
underneath, where it counts. 

RECOVERY RATED
X-Bar provides a purpose designed and  
rated rear recovery system. With three  
dedicated recovery points built in and rated 
up to 8000 kg, the X-Bar gets you out of  
trouble in a snatch.

MAXIMUM CLEARANCE
X-Bar is designed to improve clearance and 
departure angles in comparison to standard 
towbars. With 100 mm additional clearance 
and 5° improvement on departure angle*, 
the X-Bar will make sure you keep your  
underparts in check.

SUPERIOR STRENGTH
The forged ball mount, increased side plate 
thickness and forged rated recovery points 
ensure the heavy duty X-Bar is ready to 
handle your towing and recovery needs.
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* When tow ball mount is removed.


